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I

Answer all questions.

The number ofpeople living in a town is given as 60 000, correct to 2 significant figures.
Write down values for the smallest and largest possible number of people who could be in the
town.

Answer smallest possible number tll

largest possible number: ............... tll

2 (t) Use prime factors to explain why 135x200 is aperfect cube.

Answer

O) The lowest common multiple ofx and 135 is 2x3a x5x7 .

Find the smallest possible value of .r.

Answer x

tzl
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Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Curved surface area of a cone : tl
Surface area ofa sphere = 4rr'

Volume of a cone : ,T h

Total amount -

a b C

sin I sinB sinC

a' :b'+c'-ZbccosA

t+L
100

l

21
J

Volume of a sph "r": 
! ,n

Area of triangle I BC : ! absirC

Arc length : r0,where dis inradians

Sector area : L ,, g , *h"." g is in mdiaas
2

M.-r-Zf'tr

PartnerlnLeaming
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3 Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the smallest

3

l0
_21 , 9o%, -.o.n , Ju3

90

Answer t2l

4 Factorise rrfi#*comptetely.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
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5 Rearrange the fo ,^r^ :- *= + to make D the subject.

Answer b= l2l

6 Sketch the graph of y=(l-.r)(.r+2) on the axes below.

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the axes and the tuming
point ofthe curve.

l2l

o ir

v

PartnerlnLearning
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7 The scale ofa map is 8 cm : 2 km.

(a) Write this scale in the form I : z .

Answer i
O) The actual area of a lake is 90 000 m2.

Calculate the area, in square centimetres, ofthe lake on the map.

Answer

8 3.8 is the mean of 5 positive numbers a, b,c,dande.
The sum oftheir squares is 360. Each of the numbers is now multiplied by 2.

Find the new standard deviation.

Answer

ttl

cm2 121

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 One solution ofthe equation (k +l)x'1 +Ix=15 is x=-3

(a) Find the value oft.

Answer k:.................. t1l
(b) Find the second possible value of.r.

Answer x

10 The cash price of a washing machine is $840.

If paid by hire purchase scheme, the deposit is 15Yo of the cash price and the subsequent 24

equal monthly payments is $33.50.

Calculate the interest rate per annum.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
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lt

t:
The diagram above shows akite ABCD where angle BAC =30" .

EB, BD ar,d DF are three sides ofa regular polygon.
ABE and ADF are straight lines.
The ratio of argle CBE to angle CBDis3:2.

(a) Calculate the number ofsides ofthe polygon.

Answer

O) Find angle BCD.

Answer

l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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t2 (a) The first four terms in a sequence of numbers are given below.

Tr=2'+7

Tz =32 +\2

\=42 +17

T - <2 ! 1')

Explain why the value of { must be odd for all values ofn.

Answer

(b) The product of the first ,r terms of a sequence is given by 2n2 + 3n .

Find the 12ft term of this sequence.

Answer

Partn€rlnLeaming
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13 The thickness of a layer of ice in a water body is 0.00205 m .

(a) Write 0.00205 in standard form.

Answer

(b) The ice covers an area of 1.60x105 m2.
Assuming that all the ice melts and ignoring the expansion of volume when water
freezes, calculate t}te volume of water, in litres.

tll

Answer

(c) A thunderstorm occws and rainwater is falling at an average rale of 5x10-llitres per
second over the water body.
Calculate the percentage increase in the volume of water in the water body after two
hours.

Answ*

t t2)

323
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14 Given thar the coordinates of,l is (2,-3), ,, = (;) *a FE = r[ 2.5

-3.5

(a) Find the value of k if ABFE is a parallelogram.

(b) Find the coordinates ofB.

(c) C is the point (6,-10) .

Justift ifl, B and C are collinear.

Answer

Answer

Answer

til

t1l

12)

PartnerlnLearning
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tll

15 A tour agency records the total number of people buying tour packages to Thailand and Vietnam

in the montls of November and December.

ln November, 144 people bought the Thailand tour package and 100 people bought the Vietnam

tour package.

In December, 208 people bought the Thailand tour package and 180 people bought the Vietnam

tour package.

Thailand Vietnam

This fuformation can be represanted by the matrix, M : 144 100

208 180

November

December

(a) The price ofthe Thailand and Vietnam package is $890 and $750 respectively.
Represent the price of the tour package by a 2 x I column matrix K.

Answer K=

@) Evaluate the matrix R = MK.

Antwer R:

325
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(c) State what the elements ofR represent.

Answer

t1l

(d) Evaluate (1 1) R and explain what the answer represents.

Answer

1

,

t2l
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l6 Peter &aws this graph to show the duration ofhis monthly outgoing calls (in minutes) for
the last three months.

Duration of monthly outgoing calls

250

200

150

Month

State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a
misinterpretation of the graph.

Answer

=a
F

.1

....t2)

PartnerlnLeaming
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17 ( = {integer.r:0 <.r < 20}

P = { perfect square}

p = {even number which solves 3"x >1 1 }
R: { multiple of 4}

(a) (i) List all the elements in P.

Answer t1l
(ii) Find n(P'nQ).

Answer tll
(iii) On the answer space provided, draw the Venn diagram to illustrate the relationship

between sets P, Q and R. t2)

I

O) Use set notation to describe the set shaded in the Venn diagram below.

Answer

v!

PartnerlnLeaming
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lE The diagram shows the speed-time graph for a cyclist's joumey for a period of 90 seconds.
The cyclist accelerates at 0.25 rn/s2 in the first 24 seconds.
He then tavels at a constant speed of 8 mis for a distance of 288 m.

Speed (m/s)

24 x 90 Time (l seconds)

(a) Find the values of -r andy.

Answer x

8

v

0

v

Page 16 of 23
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(b) On the grid provided, complete the distance-time graph of the joumey from r:0 to
, : 90 seconds.

Answer

Distaace

24 90 Time (l secoads)

t3l

0

PartnerlnLeaming
330
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19 tn the diagram,IBCD is a rectangle.
Ol.B is a sector of a circle, centre O.
OXD ar:d OYC are straight lines.

A
D

C

(a) Show that triangle OAD is congruentto fiargle OBC .

Give a reason for each statement you make.

Answer

o

B

t3l
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(b) Show that kiangl e OXY is similar to riangle ODC.
Give a reason for each statement you make.

Answer

(c) The area of triangle ODC is 36 times that of the area of tiatgle OXY.
Find the ratio ofthe area of qua dnlateral, DCYX to area oftriangle OlB.

Answer

1

t2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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20 The ages of l8 swimmers and 1l cyclists in a sports camival race were recorded.
The results are shown in the stem-andJeaf diagram.

Swimmers Cyclists

443 2

9

I
7

9

I
5

6

0

2
2
3

3

4

0
5
I
8

2

I
5

4
8

3

I
x

9

2233

Key (Swimmers) Key (cyclists)
1 l2 means 2l years old 213 means 23 years old

(a) Given that the median age of the swimmers is 26 years old, find the value of.r.

Answer x
(b) Find the interquartile range ofthe cyclists'age.

Answer

tll

5JJ
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(c) Make two comments comparing the ages of the swimmers and the cyclists.

Answer

l2)

PartnerlnLeaming
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2l The plan of a triangular-shaped garden, PQR,is such that QR =9.5cm and, ZPQR--30'.
PQ has been drawn for you.

(a) Construct triangle PQR in the space provided. t2)

(b) (i) Construct the perpendicular bisector ofR and P. t1l

(ii) Construct the bisector ofangle pPR . t1l

(c) A bench S needs to be built inside the garden such that it is nearer lo PR than lo PQ

and SR > 3 cm. Shade the region where.l could be possibly built. l2l

P o

PartnerlnLeaming
335
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22 Adam invested $P in a savings account Xwith interest compounded quarterly at the rate of
1.5o2 per annum.

Ben invested $P in a savings account y, paying simple interest at the rate of x%o per year.

At the end of 5 years, Ben made 100/o more than Adam.

Mary would like to invest $P for 20 years.

She believes that savings account f is better as Ben made more money than Adam.
Justifo with clear mathematical working, whether Mary is correct. t4l

- End of Paper -
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Compound interest

Mensulation

Tigonometry

Statistics

Total amount: 
"(r.#)'

Cnrved surface area of a cone = n'l

Snrface area ofa sphere: 4rr2
I.

Volume of acone: i- n'h
3

A
Volume of a sphere: - ,n3

.1

I
4rc3 6f 6innqle ,{ BC : : absinC-2

Arc length: r0,where dis in radians

M" =#

Zf,' (Zfr.l'
Lr -lzr 

)

Sector area - 12 0 , where 0 is in radians

ahc
sin ,{ sin,B sin C

a2 :b'+c'-2bccosA

I
2

Standard deviation :

PartnerlnLeaming
338
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Answer all questions,

1 (a) Simolito 
3a'. ( l2c \'' ' 5b' lzsab )

Answer

O) z is a positive integer.

Show tha! for all n, (3n+ 2)z -(3n-2)2is a multiple of 3

Answer

t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c)

Answer r:............... or

(d) Use the quadratic formula to solve the equation.

3x2 -7x-4=0

Solve the eouation 2 * 7' 
=r.' x-4 3x-2

t4l

PartnerlnLeaming
340
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2 A box of chocolate contains 7 dark chocolates and 5 milk chocolates.

Sufoan takes a chocolate, selected at random, from the box and eats it.

LeLe then takes a chocolate, selected at random, from the box.

(i) Draw a tree diagram to show the probabilities ofthe possible outcomes.

Answer

(ii) Find, as a fraction in its simplest form, the probability that

(a) Suffan and L€Le both picked dark chocolates,

Ar*wer

O) LeLe picked a milk chocolate,

Answer

(c) at least one milk chocolate was chosen.

Answer

t2)

tll

t2)

PartnerlnL€aming
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3 ('

D

A

In the diagrarn, O2 = t and OB =b.

ZOA =*C, OO=ld, artd2Ax = )G.

(i) Express, as simply as possible, in terms ofa and b,

(a) BA,

(b) ox,

M

1)

Answer BA t1l

Answer drt=. tll

Answer gfi =. tll

b

o i

a(c)

(ii) It is giYen that CM : MD is l0 :9 .

(a) Express Zii7, as simply as possible, in terms ofa and b.

PartnerlnLeaming
342
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(b) Show that O, X and M arc collinear.

Answer

(c) Given that MI'is parallel to OD, express ffi in terms of a and b.

Answer MY

(iii) Find the ratio of

area of L.XMY
(a)

ar:ea of LXOA'

Answer

(b)
arca of LOBX
area of L,OYA

t2)

t1l

t1l

Partn€rlnLeaming
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4

RA

t? a

o

In the diagrarn, OAPB is a sector ofctcle with centre O and radius 9 cm.
Angle AOB : 1.4 radians.

C is the centre ofthe circle enclosed inside the sector.

OCP is a straight line and the circle touches the sector at points P, Q and, R.

(r) Show that the radius ofthe enclosed circle is 3.526 cm, correct to 3 decimal places.

Answer

344

Page 8 of28
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(ii) Calculate the area oftle shaded region.

CM

PartnerlnLeaming
345
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5

o

The diagram shows a right circular cone cut from a solid steel sphere.

Point O is the cenke of the sphere with radius 12 cm.

(a) Given the circumference ofthe base ofthe cone is 50 cm, show that the height ofthe cone

is 21.0 crn, corrected to 3 significant figures.

Answer

t3l

(b) Find the curved surface area of the cone.

cm2 t2l

PartnerlnLeaming
346
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(c) After the cone is cut from the steel sphere, the remaining steel is melted down to form

part ofa solid right circular cone as shown in the followirg diagram.

The cone comprises 3 layers ofequal heights, ft cm.

The top and bottom layers are cast from the remaining steel.

The cenhe section is made from acrylic.

Find the volume ofthe acrylic used to make the centre layer ofthe solid cone.

cmr t4l

h

h

h

ParlnerlnLeaming
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6 Plane I travels at an average speed of.r km/h for 3 hours 20 minutes and then at an

average speed ofy km/h for I hour 10 mtnutes.

The plane travels a total distance of 3700 km.

(a) Write down an equation in r andy to represent this infomration and show that it

simplifies to 20x+7 y = 222@.

Answer

Plane B travels at an average speed ofx km,/h for 2 hours 30 minutes and then at an

average speed ofy km/h for t hour 50 minutes.

It travels 350 km lesser than Plane l.

O) Write down an equation in x and/ to represent this information.

Answer

(c) Solve these two equations to find the value ofx and the value ofy.

Answer

t1l

t1l

Answer x:...............and.y:. . .. ...... t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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7 In the diagram, P, Q, R,,l and I are points on the circle with centre O.

I/X is a tangent to the circle at P.

Line SR is parallel to the diameter of the circle Zp.
Tlies on TQ and PR.

-R

O

P

v

It is given that IOPR = 45' artd ZPRO =30" .

(a) (i) Find angle IOP.
Give a reason for each step of your working.

Answer Angle TOP:

s

350

Page 14 of28
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(ii) Find angle I"PZ.

Give a reason for each step ofyour working.

(iii) Find angle ?"SX.

Give a reason for each step of your working.

Answer Angle TPY:

Answer Angle TSR:

t2)

t1l
(b) Show that SR ["i'is a parallelogram.

Answer

Page 15 of28
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8 The variables.r andy are cormected by the equation r = |r(f l - r').

Some corresponding values ofr and y, correct to 1 decimal places, are given in the

following table.

x 4 -3 , I 0 1 2 3

v 6.7 4.7 -3.3 0 3.3 2

(a) Calculate the value ofp.

Answer p =

(c)

Answer x OI or

Use your graph to find the solutio, or 1,(t t-r')= 3 in the range -4 <.x < 3.

tll

t3l

12)

(d) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the cuwe at the point (-1, -3.3) .

Answer

ParlnerlnLeaming
352
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v

8-

x
10

PadnerlnLeaming
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(e) On tle same axes, draw the graph of 5y+2x=7 for -4<x<3.

t1l

(0 (i) Show that the points of intersection of the line and the curve give the solutions

of the equation 5x3 -61x+21=0.
Answer

121

(ii) Use your graphs to solve the equation 5x3 -61x+21=0.

An-ywer r=............or............ tl]

PartnednLeaming
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9 60 potato plants produce 5 to 10 potatoes each.

The mass ofpotatoes produced by each plant were measured.

The cumulative frequency curve below shows the distribution ofthe masses ofthe potatoes

produced by each plant.

60

10

50

h40
a)

fr
e30
a!

(J20

0
0 I 2 3 54

(i) Use the curve to estimate

(a) the median mass,

(b) the interquartile range.

Mass (kg)

Answer kg [1]

ke [1]

ITZ

'--

I

I

INJ

I I I E
I

-l

ttI

PartnerlnLeaming
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(ii) It was stated &at 200/o of the potato plants were considered premium plants as they
produced greater mass of potatoes.

Find the least mass of potatoes produced for the plant to be 'premium'.

Answer ke t2l

(iii) The potatoes produced by another group of 60 plants have the same median but smaller

interquartile range.

Describe how the cumulative fiequency curve will differ from the given curye.

Answer

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
357
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1390

L

960

ABL is apark on horizontal ground.

I is 1390 m from Z on a bearing of 076'.
B is 960 m from I on a bearing of 138" .

(a) (D FitdAB.

(ii) Find angle ZlB.

Mathematics 4048/02

A

Answer

358

Page 22 of 28
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(iii) Find the area oftial.gle LAB.

(iv) Find the bearing of B from I .

Answer .......................-....m2 l2l

Answer t2l

(b) 7 is the top of a tower at .L.

The geatest angle ofdepression from 7to the path lB is 5.06".

Calculate the height ofthe tower.

Answer m [3]

359

Page 23 of 28
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(c) Jonah goes on ajog along the edge ofthe park at a speed of 8.5 km,/h.

He starts from Z towards,4 then to B before going back to Z.

Calculate the time he takes to jog.

Give your answer in minutes and seconds, corrected to the nearest 10 seconds.

Answer seconds [3]

PartnerlnLeaming
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11 Mr Ho would like to replace all 60 r.rnits of air conditioners in his offrce building.
He is considering between two brands of air conditioners.

Information about the two brands ofair conditioners is shown in the table below.

Brand Samsing Potasonic

Price of each air conditioner unit (after GST) s$1388 s$740

Power consumption per air condifioner unit 3kw

Servicing Frequency Twice a year
Four times a

year

Total cosl for servicing 60 urus $2100 per servicing

Warranty+ Three years

*Warranties cover servicing and maintenance ofat conditioaer units with free

replacement ofparts for the stated duration.

Electricity Tariff llom 1 July 2022 is shown in the table below.

The usage of air corrdiriorr"l rrnits in Mr Ho's office building is shown in the

table below.

$ SPgroup
tltlor.rtlq ttt adi,t oa E rQy

Tariff (without GST) Tariff with GST

kWh* charge (l per kWh) 30.17

* kWh (kilowatt-hour) is a unit of energy equal to one kilowatt ftW) ofpower
sustained for one hour

Days Number of units used

Monday 8 hours 50

Tuesday to Friday 60

Saturday and Sunday No usage

PartnerlnLeaming
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(a) In view ofpublic holidays, he estimates that the company operates for 51 weeks per

year.

Find the usage ofall air conditioner units, in hours, for a year.

Answer .............................. h t21

O) Based on the usage of his office buiiding, which air conditioner model will have a

lower cost after 4 years ofuse?

Justify your decision with calculations.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
363
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(c) State one assumption you have made in the above calculations.

Answer

-.-.. END OF PAPER-..,-

t1l
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Compound interest

Mensurdtion

Tigonometni

Statistics

Total amount : ,(, - #)'

Curved swface area of a cone = o,l

Surface area ofa sphere -- 4trr2

t-
Volume of a cone = i- zr'h

3

Volume of a sphere : 4t
- rD'-
3

Area of trianqle I BC- ! absinC-2
Arc length = r 0 , where d is in radians

Sector area = lr'8. ,rho" dis in radians
2

a b C

sinl sinB sinC

a':b2 +cz -2bccosA

tut"-: IFtf

Standard deviation : Z.f*' (Lf,\'
zr -ltr )

PartnerlnLeaming
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Answer all questions.

I The number ofpeople living in a town is given as 60 000, correct to 2 significant figures.

Write down values for the smallest and largest possible number of people who could be in the

tovm.

Smallest possible number is 59500
ossible urmber is 60499

2 (a) Use prime factors to explain why 135x200 is aperlect cube.

(b) ttre lowest common multiple ofx anlf 135 is 2x3a x5x7.
Find the smallest possible value of ;r.

135 x 200 = 5 x33 xl02 x2

= 5x33 x52 x22 x2

=23 x33 x53

Since the index of each prime factor is multiple of 3, 135x200 is a
perfect cube.
OR

23 x33 x5r = (2"1>< s)3

135=5x33
Smallest possible value ofr_: 2 x 3a x 7

PartnerlnLeaming
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-t

Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the smallest.

fa)'. -4. so%. -o.n . Jo.3
Ito./ ' so' '"'"'

#,-r,,[*) , Jt.t ,sow

. 6a -15a2 + 20ab -8b4 Factonse 
25at 4a completel).

25a3 - 4a

a(sa+2)(5a-2)
4b 3a

5a +2a ( )

6a-15a2 +20ab-8b 3a (z-sa)+ +t(sa-z)

_ 3a(sa-2)+ab(5a-2)

o(zso' - t)

a(sa +2)(sa-2)
(sa-2)(ab 4a)

PartnerlnLeaming
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6

5 Rearrange the f"r^rr^ :-*=1 to make 6 the subject.

-5 111
a2b3c

6bc -3rc --Zab
6bc -2ab =3ac

2b(3c-a)=uc
- 3ac- 2Qc-a)

oR 3'"
6c -2a

Sketch the graph of _v=(:-r)(-r+2) on the axes below.

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crossss the axes and the tuming
point of the cuwe.

PartnerlnLeaming
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8 cm:2 lm
I cm: 0.25 lo
I cm: 25 000 cm

Scale is l:25000

7 The scale ofa map is 8 cm : 2 km.

(a) Write this scale in the form 1 : z .

@) Th" u"t*l area of a lake is 90 000 m2.
Calculate the area, in square centimetres, ofthe lake on the map.

3.8 is the mean of 5 positive numbers a, b, c, d and e.

The sum oftheir squares is 360. Each of the numbers is now multiplied by 2.

Find the new standard deviation.

2'(360)
2x3.8

8

Standard deviation : ( ))
:15.2 (to 3 9..f)

90000 m2: 90000x

=1.44 cm

7
CIn

2.,(l)lm' 
-l

(2sol

250 m :1 cm

l^r I 
"^250

l.r)'
Izsol

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 One solution ofthe equation (/r+1)12 +,r:'--15 is x=-3.

(a) Find the value of/<.

(b) Find the second possible value of.r.

10 The cash price of a washing machine is $840.
Ifpaid by hire purchase scheme, the deposir is 15% of the cash price and the subsequent 24 equal

monttrly payments is $33.50.

Calculate the interest rate per aanum.

Sub r: -3,

(r+r)(-r)': 4k -15
9k+9-3k =15

6k

k

6

1

2x2 +x=15

2x2 +x-15=O

(zx - s)(: +r) = o

r = 2.5 or -3
ssible value of r is 2.5The second

Total hire purchase price : (0. ts x Sa+o) +(z+ x Srr.so)

100

$930

I

90 xl00
R=

I-nterest:$930-S840

90_ 
(0.s5 x84o)xxx2

100

: s90
PRT

0.85 x840x2
:6.30(cmrect to 3 s.f)

Interest rate per aonum is 6.3fflo

PartnerlnLeaming
372
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ll

t:
The diagram above shows akite ABCD where angle BIC = 30" .

EB, BD ar,d DF are three sides of a regular polygon.
ABE and ADF are straight lines.
The ratio of angle CBE to angle CBD is 3: ?.

(a) Calculate the number ofsides ofthe polygon.

Maft the point -Y m diagram ulhere the diagmls intersect

L,aXB:90"(nagmals 1 to each otber)

ZABX : 180' - 90" - 30' ( Z sum of A)

: 60o

3600

600

:6

OR

ICAD = 30'(longo diagonal bisects interior agles)

AB= AD= LABD sm isoscdestimgle.

1800 - 600 (z sum ofa )lABD
2

= 60o

360"n=-
600

=6

PartnerlnLeaming
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O) Find angle BCD.

72 The first four terms in a sequence of numbers are givan below.

Tt=2'+7

Tz =32 +12

T, = 4' +17

T =\2 t-)7

Explain ghy the'ffiue o{ t must be odd for a1l values of z.

(a)

IEBD= 180" 60'(1 sum of A )
=120"

ZCBD-?'fz(.
5

: 480

BC = CD :-> ABCD is an isosc€les A

IBCD : 180" - 48" - 48" (1 sum of A )
= 84"

7 =(n+t)'1+(sn+Z)

When z is odd, (n+1)' is even and (5n+2) is odd.

When zis even, (n+l)2 is odd and (52+2) is even.

The sum of an even numhr and an odd number is always odd.

PartnerlnLeaming
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(b) The product of the first z terms of a sequence is given by 2n2 + 3n .

Find the l2e term ofthis sequence.

Product of fust 11 tems: Z(tt)2 +31f 9

Productof fust 12terms: 2(12)2 +3(12)

=324

Lzthter^ =324
275

49
= 1-

275

=275

PartnerlnLeaming
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13 The thickness ofa layer ofice in a water body is 0.00205m.

(a) Write 0.00205 in standard form.

-30.00205 = 2.05xi0

O) The ice covers an area of 1.60x105 m2.
Assuming that all the ice melts and ignoring the expansion of volume when water freezes,
calculate the volume of water, in litres.

Answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I l2l
(c) A thunderstorm occ.urs and rainwater is falling at an average rate of 5x10-llitres per second

over the waler body"
Calculate the percentage increase in the volume of water in the water body after two hours,

Volume of watel' : 1.60 x 105 x 0.ff)205

- 328 m3

- 328000 /

Volume sf lein 1s4fs1= 2x3600x5x10-1

=3600 I

Percentaee increase : 36ffii ,loo%- 328000/
:1.10%(to 3s.f )

ParlnerlnLeaming
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14 Given that the coordinates of A is (2,-l), ),a and, ir =k

(a) Find the vafue of k if ABFE is a parallelogram.

@) Find the coordinates of B.

AB =OB -OA

-5 oB-
t-i)

t;)
2.5

-3.5

AU=EF
/-s\ ( -z.s\I t=kt I

l7 ) [ 3.s.1
t-_a

7

OB
-3
4

B is (-1.4)

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) c is the point (6,-10).
Justifu ifl, I and C are collinear.

Answer

) t:)

1
gradient ofAB= -

-f

gradient ofAC =-3 
+lo

" 2-6

=74
Since gradient of AB * gmlied-of AC,A,B andC are not collinear

OR

l2l

t;)AB

ft=(

:t

n=(

6

-10
4)
:7)

5\
?)

PartnerlnLeaming
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15 A tour agency records the total number of people buying tour packages to Thailand and Vietnam

in the months of November and December.

In November, 144 people bought the Thailand tour package and 100 people bought the Vietnam

tour package.

In December, 208 people bought the Thailand tour package and 180 people bought the Vietnam

tour package.

Thailand Vietnam

This information can be represented by the matrix, M : 144

208

100

180

(b) Evaluate the matrix R : MK.

R= MK

( November

December

(a) The price of the Thailand and Vietram package is $890 and $750 respectively.
Represent the price of the tour package by a 2 x I column matrix K.

lsso\K--t I

us0,/

144

208

203160

320120

i00) r8e0)
I so /\ 75oj

Answer
The cash received for total salos oftour packages sold in the months ofNovernber and
December respectively.

(d) Evaluate I
2
(1 l) R and explain what the answer represents.

(1
2

1) =(261640)
203160

320120

Answer

The average sales oftow packages sold in the months ofNovember and December.

PartnerlnLeaming
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16 Peter draws t}is graph to show the duration ofhis monthly outgoing calls (in minutes) for the last

three months.

Duration of monthly outgoing calls

250

200

150

State one aspect ofthe graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a
misinterpretation of the graph.

=
,9

o

Vertical axis did not start from zero OR vertical height ol the bars alq
not in proportion.
It gives readers the wrong impression that lhe second month's
duration of outgoing calls is twice that of frst mooth's duration QR
Og third month's duration of outgoing calls is thrice that of first
month's duration.
OR
The horizontal axis did not state the order of months, whelher was the
latest month the bar furthest on the right.
It doesn't allow readers to make any concluslons on its trend whether
is duration increasing or decreasing across the months.

PartnerlnLeaming
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77 [, = {integer.r:0 <.r S 20}

P = { perfect square }
p = { even number which solves 3x > 1 1 }

.R : { multiple of 4}

(a) (i) List all the elements in P.

P = {t,4,e,16}

(ii) Find n(P'np)

n(P aQ)=7

(iii) On the answer space provided, draw the Venn diagram to illustrate the relationship
between sets P, Q nd R. 12)

E

(b) Use set notation to describe the set shaded in the Venn diagmm below

5

A'wB

PartnerlnLeaming
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18 The diagram shows the speed-time graph for a cyclist's joumey for a period of 90 seconds.
The cyclist accelerates at 0.25 m/s2 in the first 24 seconds.
He then travels at a constant speed of 8 m/s for a distance of288 m.

Nan Hua High School
Examination 2022 Mathematics 4048/01

Speed (m/s)

x 90 Time (l seconds)

(a) Find the values of -r and -r. 
.

(b) On &e grid provided, complete the distance-timo graph of the joumey from r = 0 to
I = 90 seconds.

I

v

0

*-t :o.zs
24

8-Y =e

t=2
288-8:36

x=24+36

=60

PartnerlnLeaming
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19 In the diagram, ABCD is a rectangle.
Ol.B is a sector of a circle, centre O.
OXD ard OIIC are straight lines.

D

B

(a) Show that kiangle OAD is congrxent to trian gle OBC
Give a reason for each statement you make.

o) Show that triangle OXII is similar to triangle ODC.
Give a reason for each statement you make.

(c) The area of triangle ODC is 36 times that of the area of tnangle OXY.

Find the ratio of the area of quadrilateral DCYX to arca of triar,gle OAB.
Ans:35:6

o

C

t3l

t2l

IDAO--AAX+1Ofii
= ICBY+ IOBY
__ ZCBO

.'. AOAD = AOBC (SAS congrueucy)

LDOC =lXoY(cornmonZ)

IOXY = ZODC(corespordrrg ls, AB I IDC

LOXY is simila to AODC (AA similariry)

PartnerlnLeaming
383
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OA= OB(radns of circle) -L
D; = CB(length of rectangle) )

Snce ZDAX = ZCBY(nghtrrrgle of rectangle),1

ZO.IX = ZOBY(base Zs of isosceles A). 
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20 The ages of 18 swimmers and 11 cyclists in a sports carnival race were tecorded.
The results are shoum in the stem-andleaf diagram.

Swimmers Cyclists

443 2
9

I
5

4
8

3

I
x

9

0
5

I
8
2

I

7

9

1

5

6
0

2
2
3

3

4

2233

Key (Swimmers) Key (cyclists)
I l2 means 21 years old 2 J 3 means 23 years old

(a) Given that the median age of the swimmers is 26 years old, find the value of.r.

(b) Find the interqu#?ang{ of the cyclists' age.

lower quartile : 22

uppcr quartilc - 36

interquartile raug e -'36 - 22

=14

(c) Make two commenls comparing the ages of the swimmers and the ists

Median ofcyclist' age = 23

interrlnartile range fu swirruners' age : 38-23

=15

The cyclists are generally yourger than the swimmers as they have a
lower median age.

The ages of swimmers have a larger spread of age than thal of lhe
cyclists due lo its laryer interquartile range.

+O4ly award i[median of cyclists is corr€ct atrd IQR of swimmers and
cyclists corecl

2

r}ra =27
x-7

26

Mediafi of swimme$' age :26
25 + dxa

PartnerlnLeaming
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2l The pian ofa triangular-shaped garden, PpR, is such that QR =9.5cm ar,d, /PQR=30'.

Pp has been drawn for you.

(a) Construct triangle PQR in the space provided. l2l

(b) (i) Construct the perpendicular bisector ofR and P. t1l

(ii) Construct the bisector ofangle pPR . tll

(c) A bench .l needs to be built inside the garden such that it is nearer to Pn than to PQ
and Sit > 3 cm . Shade the region where S could be possibly built. l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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22 Adant invested $P in a savings account X with interest compounded quarterly at the rate of
1.5% per annum.

Ben invested $P in a savings accouDt f, paying simple interest at the rate of x%o per yeat.

At the end of 5 years, Ben made 10olo more than Adam.

Mary would like to invest $P for 20 years.

She believes that savings account lis better as Ben made more money than Adam.
Justi! with clear mathematical working, whether Marg$ correct. t4l

- End of Paper -

ulount of simple bterest = P x + x 5
100

= 
5P-t

100

urmoutrt of compound hterest -

- 0.34910P*

Mary is not correct-

7)

:o

I

20 v
l

I

P
["(

1.,*11)
[ 400./

- 
-r]intuest mrount = P

l* 15
400

l* 1'5

400

t+ll
400

It:r.rr
100

-t:1.71013
If compounded using ,f,

If simple inlerest using Z,
l 7l0l3

intefest trrount - Px- -- -- x20
100

=0342AiP*

="[(

t(

PartnerlnLeaming
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Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometrv

Statistics

Total amount : 
"(, 

--, 
*-)'

Curved surface are a of a cote : n'l

Surface area of a spbere: 4nr2

Volume of a con ": 
!*'h
3

Volumeof asphen= lrnt
J

Area of triansle,{ BC: ! absnC'2

Arc length: r0,where dis in radians

Sector area - !r'0.*ho" dis in radians
2

q c

sinA sinB sinC

a' :b'+c2 -2bc cos A

"^:*

Standard deviation : L-fr'(zt\'
zr -lzr )
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Answer all questions.

I (a) Simorito 1t *(12" \'' ' 5b' l25ab)

3a' .( tzc \'z

iF=lrs"b )
3a2 144c2

5b3'625a2b2

3az 625a2b2

5b' l44c'
125a4

48bc'z

Answer

O) r is a positive integer.

Show that, for all z , (3n +2)2 -(3n-2)'?is a multiple of 3.

Answer

(3n+2)2 -(3n-2)2
-- (3n + 2 + 3n - 2\{3n + 2 - (3 n - 2)l

--(6n)@)

= 24n

= 3(8n)

Since z is a positive integer, 3(8n) is a multiple of 3.

t3l

389

Page 3 of28
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.\ 1-
Solve the eouatio n ' + '^ =1.' x-4 3x -2

2 'lx_+_=l
x-4 3x-2

(c)

2(3x -2) +7 x(x - 4\ :1
@-$(3x-2)

2(3x - 2) + 1 x(x - $ = @ - $(3x - 2)

4xz -8x -12 --o
x'-2x-3=o

(x-3Xx+ 1) = 0

x=3 or x=-l

Answer r:...........-...or

(d) Use the quadratic formula to solve the equation.

3xz -7 x -4 =a
3x2 -7x-4--o

*,-T4Ai -4ia(4)
2(3)

= 2.81 or -O.475

t4l

Answer x= ............... or ............... [2]

PartnerlnLeaming
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) A box of chocolate contains 7 dark chocolates and 5 milk chocolates.

Sufran takes a chocolate, selected at random, &om the box and eats it.

LeLe then takes a chocolate, selected at random, from the box.

(i) Draw a tree diagram to show the probabilities ofthe possible outcomes.

Answer
LeLe

D

Sufuan o

ll
'7 Legend

D - Dark Chocolate
M - Milk Chocolate

Dt2

5

t2

5

ll M

7

M

D

M
4

(ii) Find, as a fractio11ii1s*plest ilm, tlre probfiliQ{hdt

(a) Su&an and IrLe both picked dark chocolates,

P(both dark chocor""l = l r l = I'12 1l 22

ll

Ansv,er

(b) LeLe picked a milk chocolate,

P(LeLe picked milk chocolate) = ], i *i" *'t2n12 ll
_5

t2

Answer

(c) at least one milk chocolate was chosen.

P(at least one milk chocolate was chosen; = I - ], 
I

' t2 lt

=15
22

Answer

t2l

tll

12)

PartnerlnLeaming
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('J

B

A

In the diagram, OA = a allrd OB =b.

2OB =38C, OD =3OA, and2AX = ){8.

(i) Express, as simply as possible, in terms ofa and b,

(a) BA,

(b) ox,
OX=OA+A.X

=oe+L,ts
J

M

t)

Answer BA=..., a-b t1l

b

o a

= ".(-j)t"-0,
21=-a+-
JJ

b

Ans|9er OX tll

ttl

(c) cD

CD _CO+OD
5

= 3a -:b
J

Answer CD
(ir) It is given that CM : MD is 10 : 9 .

(a) Express ffi, as simply as possible, in tsrms of a and b.

CM 10

MD9
o,y =l9u*19919

30 15-=-r+-b19 l9

3a-:b
3

PartnerlnLeaming
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Answer

Answer YY =

OM =...................... t1l

tzl

ttl

t1l

(b) Show that O, X and M are collinear.

Answer

ou --qt*3!^19 t9
4s(1 2 \=-l -b+-a Ilet3 3 )

=45 o*
t9

Hencn, OM ll OX and O is a common point
Thus O, X ar.d M are collinear.

ox t9
xM vM 26

ox oA t9

w --Loe
19

MY
26

t9

(iii) Find the ratio of

(a)
arca of LXMY

arca of LXaA'

(c)

OM

area o{ L)AIY
**.f LXOA 

=

Given that M['is parallel to OD, express MIz in terms of a and b.

45

zo 6'16

I9 361

(b)
ara of L.OBX

area of AOYA

AXl
xB2
BX:
2:

38:.
area of LOBX

XA

I

t9
19

38

AY

45

45

Answer

arca of LOYA 45

PartnerlnLeaming
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4

RA

a

o

In the diagram, OIPB is a sector of circle with centre O and radius 9 cm.

Angle AOB : 1.4 radians.

C is the centre of the circle enclosed inside the sector.

OCP is a straight line and the circle touches the sector at points P, Q and R.

(r) Show that the radius ofthe enclosed circle is 3.526 cm, correct to 3 decimal places.

Answer

L,et the radius of the enclosed circle be r cm

ICRO -90" (tangent I radius)

nOC =1: (tangenls from external point)
2

= 0.7 rad

sin zRoC =RC
CO

sin0.7 = /9-r
9sin 0.7 - rsin 0.7 = r

9 sin 0.7

I + sin 0.7

=3.s262 (4 dp)

= 3.526 (3 dp)

R

Page 8 of28
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(ii) Calculate the area of the shaded region.

lRCo = r -! -0.7 (Z sum of A)
2

=L-o.t
2

IRCP -- n - (adiacent Zs on a straight line)L-o.t
1

:L+0.7
2

(i.0,){,,,0,area of sector RCP = 1
2

= 14.116 cm' 15sq

=7.3812 cm2 15sf;

arcaot so,tot oAp= l1o.z11s;,2'
= 28.35 cm:

area of shaded regi on -- 28.35 - 7 .1812 -14.116

= 6.85 cm2 (3s0

area ofARCO = !
2

(3.526) (s - 3.s26r,ln [f - o.r)

a* y+1Answer

Page 9 of 28
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5

The diagram shows a right circular cone cut &om a solid steel sphere.

Point 0 is the cenke of the sphere with radius l2 cm.

(a) Given the circumference of the base of the cone is 50 crn, show that the height of the cone

is 21.0 cm, corrected to 3 significant figures.

Answer

50
radrus of cone = 

-2r
=i.9577 cm (Ssr)

length from O to base of cone = 122 -7 -9577'?

= 8.9819 cm (Ssr)

height of cone = 12 + 8.9819

= 20.9819

= 2t .0 cm (3s0

t3l

(b) Find the cu*ed sruface area of the cone.

slant height of cone = 2A.98192 +'1 .957'72 ar 21.02 +7.95772

= 22.440 cm

curved surface area = E (7.9s7 7) (22.440)

= 561 cm'z (3s0

= 22.45'/ cm

.......... cm- Lz]

PartnerlnLeaming
396
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(c) Afier the cone is cut from the steel sphere, the remaining steel is melted down to form
part of a solid right circular cone as shown in the following diagram.

The cone comprises 3 layers of equal heights, ft cm.

The top and bottom layers are cast from the remaining steel.

The cenfre section is made from acrylic.

Find the volume of the acrylic used to make the centre layer of the solid cone.

volume of cone in sphere = 1 zr(7 .gs77)'z \2o.g8tg) $ ! n tl.ssll)' (zt.o)

= 1391.4 cm3

volume of remaining steel = { z(12;' - llot.+-3
= 5846.8 cmr

ratio ofvolumes A : A+B : A+B+C

h3:(2h)':(ln1'
1 :8 : 27

ye1,,me of acrvlic = a x 5846.8-20
= 2050 cmr

h

h

h

or

=1392.6 cm3

4 .,
- r(12\" -1392.63.-
= 5845.6 cml

A+C

20

.... cm

PartnerlnL6aming
397
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6 Plane I traveis at an average speed of; km,& for 3 hours 20 minutes and then at an

average speed ofy km/h for I hour 10 minutes.

The plane kavels a total distance of 3700 km.

(a) Write down an equation in r andy to rq)resent this information and show that it

simplifies to 20x+'l y =22200.

Answer

;rx31+vxl1=37003' 6

-'*Z2=376636
20x+7Y=22200 (shown)

Plane B travels at an average speed of.x imr,& for 2 hours 30 minutes and then at an

average speed ofy km,& for I hour 50 minutes.

It traveis 350 km lesser than Plane l.

(b) Write down an equation in ,r and y to represent this infomration.

,r21 * u*15 =3700 -3502' 6

5'* 11-' 
= 335026

15.r+111,=20100

Answer

(c) Solve these two equations to Iind the value of.r and the value ofy.

An*y*

20x+1y =22204

tll

t1l

20

15r+11r=20100

sub (1) into (2) :

333000 - 105y + 220 y = 402000

1lsy = 69666

Y =600
sub y = e66 ;o6 11;

22200-7600

22244-7 y

22200 -1 y

-(1)

-(2)

+11y = /Qlg6
20

15
= 900

Answer x:...............and7-............... 13]

z0

PartnerlnLeaming
398
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7 In the diagram, P, p, R,,S and lare points on the circle with centre O.

I4is a tangent to the circle at P
Line SR is parallel to the diameter of the circle IQ.
Tlies on TQ and PR.

R
,S

a
T

P

Y

It is given that ZOPR=AI' artd IPRQ =30" .

(a) (i) Find angle IOP.
Give a reason for each step of your working.

IPOO = 600 {l at centr:e = 2Zs at circumference )

ZTOP =180' - 60" (adjacent Zs on a straight line )

=120"

Answer Al.gleTOP:

PartnerlnLoaming
400
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(ii) Find angle IPZ
Give a reason for each step ofyour working.

loPT -180' -120' (base ls of isosceles A)

= 30o

IOPV =90'(tartgent ]. radius )

lrPV --90'-30'
= 60o

Answer Angle TPV=

(iii) Find angle USR.

Give a reason for each step of your working.

ITSR =180'- 45'-30'(ls in opposite segtrents)

= 105.

Answer Ar,gleTSR:

I2l

tll
O) Show that .SXDTI is a parallelogram.

Ansv,er

ITWR = 60' + 4l"(exterior Z ofA)

= 105o

= ITSR
ZSW = 180' -105"(interior Zs, SR I lW)

=75"
ZSRW = 360' - 75" - I 05" - I 05' (Z sum of quadrilateral)

=75"
Since opposite angles ofa quadrilateral are equal, SRWzjn is a parallelogram.

PartnerlnLeaming
401
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8 The variables.r and y are connected by the equation r = |r(r 
r-r').

Some corresponding values ofx and J,, correct to 1 decimal places, are given in the

following table.

x 4 -3 I 0 I 2 3

v 6.7 4.7 -3.3 0 3.3 p 2

(a) Calculate the value ofp.

P=4'7

(b)

Answer p : t1l

t3l

tzl

on the grid opposite, dra*,the graph of t = Jr(f 
f-r') for -'4<x<3.

(c) Use your graph to find the solution of 1 , ( t t - ,'

x= -3.67,0.88,2.79

) = 3 in the range -4 ( .;r 3 3.

or

(d) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient ofthe curve at the point (-1, -3.3).

Grad\ent = 2.33

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
402
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1

2
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(f) (i) Show that the points of intersectioa of the line and the curve give the solutions

ofthe equation 5x3 -6lx+21=0.
Answer

5Y +2x =7
-2x +7,=t _(1)

r=f'(u-") -(2)

sub (1) into (2) :

-zrr*7 =l*1tt_*,15 3\
-4x+21= 55x -5x3

5x3 -61x+ 21= 0 (shown)

(e) On the same axes, draw the graph of 5y + 2x =7 for -{ < .;r < 3 .

(ii) Use your graphs to solve the equation 5;r3 -61.r+21 =0.

x = -3.6537 or 0.14771

Answer .r=............or............ tl]

i1l

t2)

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 60 potato plants produce 5 to 10 potatoes each.

The mass ofpotatoes produced by each plant were measured.

The cumulative &equency curve below shows the distribution ofthe masses ofthe potatoes

produced by each plaot.

60

10

50

>. 40o
o

a)

h
o30

azo

0
I0 2 3 54

(i) Use the curve to estimate

(a) the median mass,

median mass = 3.1 kg

Mass (kg)

Answer ..kg Ul

(b) the interquartile range.

interquartile rang e =3.6-2.4 =1.2 tg

ke [1]

IIII

-,-

I

tllaf- It

-,

-El-l

-

ETEEI

E

I

a-

-
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(ii) It was stated that 20Yo of the pottto plants were considered premium plants as they
produced greater mass ofpotatoes.

Find the least mass ofpotatoes produced for the plant to be 'premium'.

1@-2or6o=48
100

least mass = 3.8 kg

Awver ke [2]

(iii) The potatoes produced by another group of 60 plants have the same median but smaller

interquadile range.

Describe how the cumulative frequency cun'e will differ liom the given curve.

Answer The curve will be steeper.

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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10

A

1390 m

L

960 m

ABL is a par1r- on horizontal ground.

I is 1390 m from I on a bearing of 076" .

B is 960 m from I on a bearing of 138" .

(a) (D FindlA.

IALB =138" -75"
= 62"

(ii) Find angle llB.

sin ILAB =sit62" ,g1o
126s.2

Zt-,lB =42.064' (3dp)

=42.1" (1dp)

B

AB= 960' + 13902 - 2 (960) (l 390) cos 62'

= 1265.2 m (ssf)

= 1270 m (3s0

Answer m t2l

Altematively

ZI-,,/!B = cos-l lr3go'z +t265.2'1 -g6o1f
I z1r:eoyrzos.zi j

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
408
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(iii) Find the area of triargle LAB.

I

area = ;(t390)(960)sin 
62"

=589100 m' (ssf)

=589000 m' (:sr)

Alternatively,
lL4C :76 (alrenate ls, M I / NrA\

Bearing of B from I = 180' + (76" - 42.064')

= 213.939. (3 dp)

= 213.9 (l dp)

Alternatively,
I

Area of LLA-B = - (1265.2[1360) sin 42.064"

Anster

(iv) Find the bearing of B from l.
ZLIW. --180o -76' (nterior ls, NL I / NrA)

= 104o

bearing ofB froml = 360'- 104" - 42.A64" (Zs at a point)

= 213.936" (3dp)

= 213.9" (ldp)

m t2)
2

Ans *-er l2l

m

O) 7' is the top of a t ower at L .

The greatest angle of depression from 7"to the path lB is 5.06"

Calculate the height ofthe tower.

shortest distonce from L to AB = 589100 + 1+ 1265.2
2

= 931.24 m (5s0

t^t5.06" = LT
911.24

LT --931.24xtan 5.A6'

II=82.5m(3s0

Altematively,
Shortest distance from L to AB = 1390x sin42.063"

Shortest distance fromL to AB =960xsin75.936'

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
409
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(c) Jonah goes on ajog along the edge ofthe park at a speed of 8.5 km/h.

He starts from I towards I then to B before going back to Z.

Calculate the time he takes to jog.

Give your answer in minutes and seconds, corrected to the nearest 10 seconds.

total distance = 960 +1390 +1265.2

=?61.2m
time taken = 3.615 +8.5

= 0.42s32 h (ssf)

= /J.J l! min

= 25 min 30 s (nearest i0 seconds)

An"vwer seconds [3]

PartnerlnLaaming
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11 Mr Ho would like to replace all 60 units of air conditioners in his office building.

He is considering between two brands of air conditioners.

Information about the two brands ofair conditioners is shown in the table below.

Brand Samsing Potasonic

Price of each air conditioner unit (after GST) s$ 13 88 s$740

Power consumption per air conditioner unit 3kw 3.5 kW

Servicing Frequency Twice a vear
Four times a

year

Total cost for servicing 60 units $2100 per servicing

Warranty+

*Warranties cover servicing and maintenance of air conditiooer units with free

replacement ofparts for the stated duration.

Electricity Tariff from 1 July 2022 is shown in the table below.

$ SPlrcup Tariff (without GST) Tariff with GST

kWh* charge (l per kWh) 30.17 32.28

* kWh (kilowatt-hour) is a unit of energy equal to one kilowatt (kW) of power
sustaiaed for one hour

The usage of air conditioner unirs in Mr Ho's office building is shown in the

table below.

Days Usage Time/unit Number of units used

Monday 8 hours

Tuesday to Friday 6 hours each day 60

Saturday and Sunday No usage

PartnerlnLeaming
4',t2
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(a) In view ofpublic holidays, he estimates that the company operates for 51 weeks per

year.

Find the usage of all air conditioner units, in hours, for a year.

51 x(50x8+ 60x6x+) = 93349 6

Answer h t2l

(b) Based on the usage ofhis offrce building, which air conditioner model will have a

lower cost after 4 years ofuse?

Justiff your decision with calculations.

Answer

Samsing Potasonic

Total cost of air

conditioners

1388x 60

= $83280

740x60

= 544400

Total cost of

electricity over 4

years

3000 x 93840 +1000

x4x0.3228

=$363498.624

3500 x 93840 +1000

x4x0.3228

=$424081,.728

Cost of servicing

over 4 years

2x2x2100

= $8400

4x2100

= $8400

Total cost over 4

years

s4551 78.624 $476881.728

Samsing air conditioner model will have a lower total cost after 4 years.

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) State one assumption you have made in the above calculations.

Answer

1) Price of electricity does not change over 4 years
2) No spare parts needed after warranty ends

3) Aircon usage remains the same for 4 years
4) GST remains the same for 4 years

----- END OF PAPER.....
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